Introduction
derived from the echo waveform intensity and shape. Work is currently underway to understand
The monitoring of sea ice extent on a global scale has better the relationship between the altimeter echoes attracted much attention in recent years since it may and sea ice characteristics by comparing near coprovide a sensitive indicator of climate change. A incident imagery from the Advanced Very High temperature rise in the polar regions would be Resolution Radiometer and Geosat data [Laxon, 1989] . amplified through the ice/albedo positive feedback For a compact ice edge, a rapid change in both mechanism [Mitchell, 1989] resulting in a decrease returned power and waveform shape is observed in average sea ice extent by as much as 2.5 ø in close to the ice/ocean boundary visible in the latitude for each IøC rise in global surface AVI-IRR image. A transition over a diffuse ice edge temperature [Budd, 1975] . Zwally et al. [1983] suggest causes a less marked, although still significant that the response may not be of quite such a large change in return echo strength and shape, even at magnitude, but will still be considerable. Kukla and low ice concentrations. The exact relationship Gavin [1981] discuss changes in the extent of between ice concentration and the altimeter is not Antarctic sea ice extent for the period 1973-1980. clear and almost certainly depends on the prevailing Their results are derived from charts produced by wind and wave conditions. However, given the high the US Navy-NOAA Joint Ice Center (JIC) using sensitivity of the aItimeter to a change in surface satellite visible, infra-red and uncalibrated passive roughness over even a small fraction of the surface microwave observations. However the visible and [Robin et al., 1983], it is likely that a significant infra red data are limited by darkness and cloud change in the altimeter return occurs at ice cover. Zwally et a! [1983] show that differences exist concentrations of only a few percent. Given the need between Navy-NOAA maps and calibrated passive for ongoing effort to establish means of extracting microwave observations of global sea ice extent quantitative estimates of ice concentration and raising doubts about the reliability of the ice charts. characteristics, from the echo data, and the large More recently Gloerson and Campbell [1988] that at least two or three altimeter tracks pass The data employed here come from the 'Oceans' GDR through each cell. One point to bear in mind is that and they are often intermittent over sea ice areas, cells containing multiple tracks of valid data are where the Navy processing algorithm has identified classified as "sea ice" even if the data from only one waveforms as being 'Land/Ice'. Future work will of the tracks indicates the presence of sea ice. The involve the acquisition and merging of the total sea ice extent will generally, therefore, be 'Land/Ice' GDR's to allow complete coverage. Ideally biased towards the maximum for any 17 day period to map sea ice boundaries individual return echo rather than the mean. The three parameters used in profiles and associated parameters (contained within the analysis were as follows :
the SDR and WDR) should be analysed. This involves the merging and processing of very large quantities of data (e.g. approximately one tape per day). However, the Geosat GDR contain parameters which provide indications of the presence of sea ice as described below and provide data in a much more compact form. 
